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Radio-Laurier: at ·odds with the future
by A.R. Nusca

The fate of Radio Laurier will be
decided at Monday's Board of Directors meeting. Radio Laurier's
application for a carrier current
license will be presented before the
Board and a vote will follow as to
whether or not the Student Union
should extend a required sum of
circa $10,000 toJ:he station before
the application proceeds to the
CR TC in Ottawa. According to
Station Manager Dave Gilchrist,
"Monday is d-day and I hope that
next week w-e won't be writing an
obituary to the station."
Many factions have rallied in
support of Radio Laurier's cause
since a CRTC ruling (passed in
January) left the station's future in
jeopardy. University President Dr.
Frank C. Peters has supported the
venture whole-heartedly and the
local community has also voiced its
support. What remains to be seen is
whether or not the Student Board
of Directors will continue to extend
the outstanding support shown by
past President Blair Hansen, and
his organization. Also supporting
Radio Laurier's cause along the
way have been liberal MP Jim

Breithaupt, representatives of the
Grand River Cable System-;Iocal
radio stations, as well as interested
members of the off-campus listening community. According to Gilchrist, "We have had a very good
community following." A survey
conducted by the station in the Fall
indicated that as much as 70% of
the listening audience was constituted of off-campus listeners. In
fact, the move came at a time in the
history of Radio Laurier when it
had been enjoying its largest listening audience, with communitywide credibility.
·
But, according to Gilchrist,
"The real question underlying all
of this is 'do we really want a radio
station?' This is really the only organization that the students can get
into where they get something
back, and everyone enjoys their
work." Radio Laurier has had the
highest student involvement of any
student activity and it was expected that as many as 150 would
contribute to maintaining the station and its operations next year.
"If we can get on the air we 'II
have a really good staff."
In conveying his thanks to all
who worked for Radio Laurier this

.

year, he made special mention of
Business Manager Peter Boehm,
Music Director Steve Publicover,
and Program Director Bill McCullough. "They have pulled together
with some outstanding work this
year and they really deserve the
credit. But, if we can't get past the
Board it will mean a lot of wasted
time and effort.''
It will also mean 150 less opportunities to get involved, that the
University will lose a voice in the
community as well as its long
fought-for identity within the
community. Radio is the easiest
way to reach the students, and now
it has become a matter of whether
or not the students want to be
reached.
Article Hpon repetitious article
has been run by the Cord requesting letters of support from the student population. According to Gilchrist, "If Dr. Peters was willing to
speak on Radio Laurier's behalf in
Ottawa then certainly the students
can show some support." While
letters of support would still be appreciated, "the students can show
that they still want a radio station
by attending Monday's Board
meeting to prove it."

Council shocks turret
0-

city

NEW YORK (LNS-CUP)-Co-op
City is occupied by some 60,000
people-who customarily pay $3.3
million in rent each month to
Riverbay Corporation, the statesupervised managing company of
the giant development.
Since June, however, their
checks have been made out not to
Riverbay, but to "Steering Committee III". The people at Co-op
City-some 85 percent of them
-are on strike.
A massive housing project in the
northeast Bronx, Co-op City consists of35 high rise apartment buildings; seven clusters of three-story
town-houses; three complete
shopping centers; eight parking
garages; three elementary schools;
two intermediate schools and one
high school-all spread out (with
breathing space to spare) over 300
acres of land.
Theirs is the largest rent strike in
American history. In eight months
they have withheld more than $20
million in rent from the Co-op City
management that has withdrawn
court injunctions, fines surpassing
a million dollars, threatened cutoffs of heat and hot water, and possible jailing of their leaders.
In the process, they have become an organized, highly conscious community of people determined to fight.
The promise of Co-op City
"Co-op City was occupied relatively quickly based on the promise
that this would be very inexpensive
housing for working people,'' explained Steering Committee III
- chairperson Charles Rosen to
Larry Cox of WBAI radio in New
York. "We were also promised
that the mortgage on Co-op City
would be exactly $236 million and
, that any cost over-runs would be
absorbed by the builder."
That promise seemed credible in
1965 when Co-op City was in its
infancy and bonds for the
development's construction were

by Blair Hansen
This week the Turret Pub Manager Jim Craven received his notice
from the WLUSU President, Larry
Scott. Craven will be working until
April 30th and a new manager will
assume the responsibilities at the
Turret when it re-opens July 1st. A
large number of people were

Turret manager Jim Craven
shocked by the seeming suddeness
of the decision. One Turret staff
member said "lt sounds like those
Student Council executives are
power tripping." However, a
lengthy period of time and a
number of people had input into the
decision before it was made.
Concern qver the manner in

which the Turret was operating
began in the summer of 1975. At
that time, WLUSU Operations
Management Board (OMB) the
business manager of the University, CliffBilyea, and the WLUSU
Business Manager, Carl Arnold,
reviewed with Craven his job performance.
The OMB was particularly concerned about the staff drinking on
the job, lack of door control and
Craven's irregular attendance of
Lounge Committee meetings. The
Lounge Committee is extremely
important because the body initiates policies in accordance with
L.L.B.O. regulations. These regulations must be followed in order to
protect the liquor licence of the
Turret. In addition the Lounge
Committee reviews problem areas
in the operation and recommends
solutions which will allow a more
successful operation for all those
concerned.
When the reasoning behind these
decisions, or even the decisions
themselves were communicated to
the staff by the manager, serious
problems arose. After the job review in August the Turret ran we11,
but after a period of time, old problems began to re-occur.
In February 1976, a second review of the Craven's job performance was conducted. At this time
the OMB decided to recommend to
the new WLUSU President, Larry
Scott, that a new Pub Manager
should be hired. After another
series of meetings, this time including the Dean of Students, Fred
Nichols, Scott decided to give Craven his notice on Monday, March
22.

subsidiary of the "non-profit"
UHF that shares the same board of
directors with its parent organization. Community Services managed to increase the cost estimate
from $236 million to $436
million-all of which has been passed on to the Co-op residents.
From the very beginning, the
struggle for stabilized rents and
tenant control of the development
began. A legal suit was initiated
more than five years ago by a tenant organization, Steering Commit-

tee I, which cited the UHF, Community Services, Inc., eight officers of both corporations, and the
State Development Financing
Agency for fraud in the original
construction of Co-op City. The
suit is still pending.
Steering Committee II, meanwhile, was formed to lead tenant
efforts to obtain state aid for their
own and other Mitchell-Lama
housing projects. It was treated to
official contempt, broken promises
and non-action wherever it sought

help.
Hugh Carey, campaigning in
1974 for the Democratic nomination fo.r governor turned out to be
one of the biggest deceivers of all.
Campaigning in Co-op City, Carey
promised, if elected, to deliver
state aid to relieve the
cooperative's $10 million deficit
and there by prevent rent increases.
By virtue of this promise, "Carey
walked away with this community" in the election, said Rosen.
Co-op continued pg. 3

~A

being sold and investments from
prospective tenants were being accepted. Co-op City was, after all,
-constructed under state authority,
which meant a low-interest mortgage loan from the State Development Financing Agency. (Sixty
seven percent of the present tenant
rent goes to pay off the mortgage.)
And under the Mitchell-Lama
housing law, the city relieved the
project of some 90 percent of its
real estate tax.
The co-op's. developer was
sponsored by the United Housing
Federation (UHF), a conglomerate
of all the major trade unions in the
city of New York. The UHF had
been founded in 1951 to help sponsor low-cost housing for workers.
With such advantages, Co-op City
held enormous potential.
The incoming tenants, 75 percent of whom were white workers,
25 percent black and Latin, and
one-third over 651iving on fixed incomes, had faith in the state and the
UHF.
Betrayed
But from the start, their faith wa.s
betrayed. The construction and
management of Co-op City was
marked by fraud and profit-making
on· the part of state bureaucrats,
union officials and, of course, the
banking and real estate interests
that held the mortgage bonds. By
1970, before construction had even
been completed, the incoming tenants were hit with rent increases
amounting to 60 percent of their
original rent.
Inflation and increased construction costs were offered as the excuse by the Co-op's 10 board directors: nine of whom were UHF
selected, one a state representative, and no residents of the project. (The tenants did not win representation on the board until1972,
when five resident members were
added.)
The construction of Co-op City
was contracted entirely to Community Services, Inc., a developer
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More than an Engineer.
Our Military Engineers are very specialised people.
They design and build bridges, airstrips, base facilities, supervise and maintain all kinds of equipment on our
bases around the world.
It's a very special job. One that involves working
h men. Guiding them. Training them. A job where you
can apply yotlr knowledge in all kinds C?f challenging
situations.
If you're into engineering, we can get you into
something more than just an office job. An Officer's job,
where you can develop your full potential.
Give.,.it some thought . We can give you plenty of
opportunities to use your specialised knowledge in some
very unusual ways.
Send this coupon for more information.

THE BIGGER ... THE BETTER? A DIAMOND FABLE
The moral of our story is simple . ..
don't judge a diamond by size alone. Quality not
quantity decides the value of a diamond.
We can show you how cutting, clarity and color
determine the worth of a diamond. You'll
dazzle with pride knowing you 've chosen the best
like the experts do . .. and tha!'s no fable.
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pies by part

How did your year go?

Rent co-op continued
But Carey never carried through
on his promise and to this day he
has stood firmly behind the New
York State Division of Housmg in
opposing the rent strike.
Organizing a dry run ·
During the summer of 1974, the
Co-op City board proposed yet
another rent increase. The five resident directors resigned in protest.
In June, some 300 community organizations, building associations,
senior-citizen groups and other§
met in Co-op City's 1300 capacity
auditorium and formed Steering
Committee III, which then organized a one-month rent collection drive to test out the potential
for a future rent strike.
In a superb showing of solidarity
and determination, more than 83
percent of Co-op residents turned
their September rent checks over
tothesteeringcommitteeinsteadof
to the management that month.
This dry run was organized, said
Rosen, ".to show people that.t~ey
could urute .a.nd that the cyrucl~m
that most Citizens have-that I m
willin~ to do som7thing but no one
else w11l do anything and therefore
nothing can e~er get done-could
be overcome.
But in the spring of 1975, the
Co-op residents were put to their
first real test. In May the management announced that their proposed 25 percent increase was the
first installment of an anticipated
rent increase of 86 percent over the
next five years.
The tenants responded with a
second rent collection, as successful as the first. This time the checks
were dumped on Governor Carey's
desk in Albany, and a full-fledged
strike was threatened for June if
state aid was not forthcoming.
Still the state refused to move
and on June I the current Co-op
City rent strike began with 85 percent rent collection.
Injunction, fines and threats
Immediately the state moved to
crush the rent strike. The Co-op
City board of directors resigned
and was replaced by six stateappointed directors . Steering
Committee III ·was hit with a court
injunction designed to intimidate
tenants and disrupt all organizational efforts.
The strikers defied the injunction. Stiff contempt of court fines
were imposed on both the Steering
Committee and its individual
members-$25 ;000 plus $5,000
daily for the committee, and

$25,000 plus $1,000 daily for individuals.
To prevent court seizure of the
rent checks that were held in escrow, Rosen and the tenants'
lawyers withdrew them from the
bank a~d._ simply stashed th~m in
so~e ~1dmg place, the locatiOn of
which IS a carefully kept secret.
- "The only alternative we were
given was 'either pay the increase
or we will evict you'," explained
Rosen to Larry CoxofWBAI. "We
did have a leadership thaJ was politically astute, and we called their
bluff .. .
"We said we'd like to know
which politician was prepared to
hire the army necessary to evict
60,000 people who are not going to
willingly leave their homes . .We
computed that if they tried to do it
legally through landlord-tenant
court in the Bronx, it would take
, them Monday to Friday, 9-5 six
years to process the evictions."
"Then they said they would
foreclose on the mortgage," Rosen
continued. "We told them that
while we were very reluctant to
Jose the $33 million of our investment, that perhaps they might talk
to the First National City Bank who
are the bond holders on the other
$400 million some odd dollars and
see how excited they were about
losingtheirinvestment. We said we
would pin our hopes on First Nationa! City's determination not to
lose profits-a good bet."
Riverbay also threatened to cut
off the heat and hot water service as
the strike continued into winter,
hoping to cow the more elderly tenants into submission. But the threat
couldn't break the chain of solidarity that binds this enormous community together and the cutoff action never materialized.
Demands
Co-op City residents have
pledged to hold out until their 22
point proposal is accepted by the
State Division of Housing, proposals that would bring rent stabilization, self-management and a revision of the entire Mitchell-Lama
housing law to improve the lot of
tenants in housing projects
throughout the city.
Many of the proposals contain
creative ways to pull the housing
development out of the hole that
the state bureaucrats and profitmaking corporations have sunk it
into.
For instance, explained Rosen,
"The developer built for approxi-

DAVE CAMOZZI

mately $40 million, a total energy
generating plant on site in order to
develop-Our own electricity and be
free clear of Con Edison. That was
one of the insurances we had as
people buying apartments here that
life would be cheaper. But Con Ed
told people who developed the
place that if we didn't put
generators in they would give us a
rate that would be equal to, if not
cheaper, than self-generation.
So, in 1967, having already spent
$40 million for a total energy plant,
the developers agreed to buy from
Con Edison and never spent the
other $5 or 6 million to put in the
generators that would be necessary
to produce the co-op's own electricity:Since 1967 Con Ed electricity
prices have risen 330 percent and
the utility company is now before
the Public Service Commission requesting to do away with the special rate which they offered co-op
residents in the late sixties.
Co-op City residents are proposing that their power plant be put to
use. At full capacity it could also
provide cheap electricity to several
city-run schools and hospitals in
the area which are now at the
mercy of Con Ed's price hikes.
Unity is the key
"We have learned from other's
mistakes and other's success,"
said Charlie Rosen. "Other
Mitchell-Lama an! on strike right
now. We are only a symbol of the
problem."
Whether it is 48 families striking
in the South Bronx or 15,000
families in Co-op City , he said, it is
no less important or impressive an
action. "Unity, unity of the tenants
is the key. With organization,
people's frustrations can be channeled into something more than
cursing.
"If our leadership is jailed," he
continued, "we have four strings of
leadership to take its place. The
line of leadership goes right down
to the individual building captains
in all thirty-five buildings." nhere
are usually eight such captains to a
building plus •a floor captain on
each floor, and the buildings are
further organized in to areas,
headed by area captains.)
"In unifying," one- building captain said, "all other considerations
are out the window. I might resent
you, my neighbour, for making
noise at night, but I welcome your
check each month. Our differences
can be overcome."

second year history
I didn't learn very much, except
the value of the Torque Room. I'm
still looking forward to next year,
but I'm dying to get out to see what
a paycheque looks like.

PAUL de COURCY

~

second year Arts
It's gone really well, both socially and academically. I've gotten
involved in a lot of activities this
year that I haven't done before.
Next year I hope to become a director for WLUSU to keep up the involvement.

KATHY MELLEN
second year Arts
Just fine.

SHELLEY WATKIN
second year Science
It was fun. I met a lot of new
people. I also had a lot more work
to do this year. I think things should
be changed a bit for next year, like
getting a week off to study before
exams start. On the whole, I'm
looking forward to next year.

DAVE YATES
fourth year English
It was a very good year. I think
it's a wonderful institution.

Future editor speaks

Military

If you are expecting a gem of
literary expression read no further.
Better still, if you happen to find
one let me know. At any rate, I
would like to take this opportunity
to thank a number of people who
have selflessly contributed their
talents and efforts to producing this
newspaper throughout the past
year.
To Mary Purves, for meeting the
challenge and making it look easy,
a lesson from which we could all
learn. To Dave Shelton, die-hard
production manager and unchallenged master of the sizing wheel,
whose s'tyle consists of both expertise and patience in equal measure.
To Rick Campbell, the Czar of
§ports writers, for his irreplaceable
presence. To Bryan Boldt (for making this space possible) and, oh yes,
to Aubrey Ferguson who talked me
into this job to begin with. Unfor-

tunately the Cord, and the University will lose all of these individuals
to the Spring Convocation. To
these people I would like to express
my sincerest thanks and on behalf
of the Cord Weekly wish them
every future success.
But, enough with the sentiment
already. The Cord also looks for-

ward to the return of veterans Ross
MacDonald and Jim Fischer. And,
as for the rookies, like myself and
newly appointed Board of Publications President Carol Adams, pardon the weather-worn phrase but,
time will tell.

...._......._......._......._......._......_......_......_......_......._......_......_......_....._.

A. R. Nusca
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Two former W.L.U. students have started a
small business in downtown Kitchener.

GALLERY BLUE

r

' We specialize in artprints and reproductions, wall hang• ings, complete wall decor. Discounts for W.L.U. students
and faculty.

743-5782
107 King W., Kitchener (across from Capitol theatre)
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AND ME ...
It certainly was an interesting year. Doing this column was
fun, sometimes embarrassing, sometimes a pain. Sometimes it
didn't get done. I don't know that I learned the things I thought
and hoped I would. Nevertheless, I have learned not to ask a
woman if we can take her picture f1rst thing on a Monday
morning. I have learned that apathy h,as become the password of
the seventies. I have learned that the same few people always do
the work and the same few people, who don't help, bitch when it
isn·•t done right. I have had a good time doing this column and
would like to thank Part for following me around all those weeks;
I know it was occasionally embarrassing to him. I also hope that
someone else will take it up next year and carry on. Students are
terrific talkers even if they're not terrific doers. I wish Bob
Nusca and his staff well for next year; I'll be thinking of them as I
bask in the Florida sunshine aU winter long.
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me year can very sad or very corny depending on how you
look at it, but one thing it is for sure is busy. Since this little effort is about
to be my last, in terms of editorials anyway, I will forewarn you that the
chances are good that it is going to be corny, it is also going to be brief,
because like everyone else I'm busy with school work.
I wrote my first editorial in the fourth issue of this year's Cord and with
the exception of one or two weeks I have written one ever since, and
believe it or not I have enjoyed it. There have been times when I have
ranted and raved about non-involvement and so on but that is because
up here at the Cotd office apathy really hurts, and it means that many
nights when you are all sitting above us at the Turret having a good time
that we are down here working like mad things so that you will have
somethins.to read on Thursday morning. So, yes, I do get really bun ned
off, and I get just as mad at the fact that the only time many of you ever
bother to come up to the Cord office is to complain or ask why the paper is
late. Where were you when we needed you?
But I am also very thankful. Working up here has been a terrific
opportunity and I have been very fortunate to have had some re-ally
tremendous people to work with. Aubrey has been great, he has always
had the answers to my questions and has taken over when my math has
failed me, not to mention his interest and concern. Ah yes, prods. I really
don't think I could have done it without him, his sizing is always better
than mine and I have trouble seeing the final product when I look at an
empty layout sheet. Thank you Dave, for your help, and for bringing Keys.
R. Hothouse has been another indispensable member of the staff; his
pages are always done even on the nights that driving home was going
to be next to impossible he stayed and managed to fit in "To Be" and
Bridge. Thank you Ross and good luck with next year's post. What can I
possibly say about Sports other than he is one of the nicest people and
finest sports writers I have ever met.
There are all kinds of other people that have been a help in the weekly
production of this thing; all the people who continued to write stories
and articles, even those of you who only showed up once or twice, you
did a lot more than plenty of other people. The rowdy boys in the photo
department, Part, Aceman and Matt have all been right on time with
their stuff and it has been great, not to mention their parties. Without Ads
we could never have done this, especially since we run at 45%, so thank
you Bryan and don't spend it all in one place. Steve Armstrong and jim
Fischer deserve a thank you for their weekly columns that came in
despite their work loads. I'm sure that there are lots of other people who
deserve thanks and if I have forgotten you I'm sorry. Another terrific
group of people to whom we are indebted are the people down at
Dumont, who have been more than patient about tacky sizing, poor
editing and other assorted screw-ups that we subject them to weekly.
I also have to thank jim for his counsel and patient help in all my
endeavours, especially this one, and besides, he Iistens to all the complaints.
Sad things are happening around this university, the end of things Iike
Radio Laurier and the Keystone are in the air and the Cord could well be
the next thing to go. This is all happening because people have lost
interest in the student life of university. If we find ourselves with nothing
left but classrooms and a pub we will be in a sad state. I, for one would
hate to see it come to that but unless there is a revival of that corny old
quality called "school spirit" it may well happen. When I took over at
the Cord Fred Youngs said "good luck Mary, it is a bitch of a job and you'll
need all the help you can get." I say the same thing to Bob at this point.
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Letter of
gratitude
Recently, I played floor hockey
on my brother's team in the T .A.
When I returned to school at
Guelph, I realized I had carelessly
forgotten my wallet. I phoned back
to Waterloo, but a search of the
dressing room turned up nothing.
The wallet contained some
$40.00 in cash, my identification
and various personal effects.
Naturally, since the wallet was not
turned into the Lost and Found or
Security over the next two weeks I
felt all was lost.
Yesterday, I returned to my
home in Mississauga and found an
envelope post-marked Kitchener.
It contained not only my wallet
complete with my identification,

etc. but the entire amount of cash I
had lost.- (Whoever had returned
the wallet paid the postage
him/herself). Included with the
wallet was an apology for the time
taken to return it .
Obviously my hat is off to the
person (who preferred to remain
anonymous) who returned my wallet. Honesty of this calibre is rare
enough to warrant mention. I
would have welcomed an opportunity to take this human being to
the "Loo" for an ale, but because I
have no idea who it is I am so grateful to, I must satisfy myself with
offering this person my sincere appreciation. He/she is by any definition a credit to his/her school.
Sincerely
Tom Mason

Maintenance
I would like to compliment

Spring
least, that is
thinking.
posed tothe bad and

"Apathy-ah, what's that Man!"

maintenance on their contribution
to the Joys of spring. It is certainly
amazing how clean the side walks
are now that the snow is gone. The
excellent sidewalk maintenance
can only be topped by the performance in the washrooms in the
S.U.B. Certainly mixups between
the absence of toilet paper and
hand towels keep the students in
constant anticipation of which essential accoutrements they will
lack to satisfy their bodily functions.
Air cleaning should be a part of
maintenance as the odour of burning rope which permeates S.U.B.
seems as great a healt,h hazard as
icy sidewalks. This is a place of
higher learning not of higher burning.
Sincerely Yours,
George Tokeless

Letter of
disgust
To the (expletive deleted) who
stole my little brown coat. I had
owned my little brown coat for the
last eight years. For the last four
years I hung my little brown coat on
a hook near the registrar's office.
Disaster struck on Monday March
22, 1976 when some (deleted again)
stole my little brown coat.
The thief could have taken my
little brown coat (species: leather)
because he either wanted to sell it,
wear it, or upholster a chair with it.
If the degenerate needed it to wear,
he is welcome to it. If he wanted to
sell it, I hope he chokes on the beer
or pot he buys with his ill gotten
booty. If he took it to cover a chair,
I hope the evil spirits that possessed him to take it' strangle him as he

is relaxing in the devil's chair
This incident is more proof of the
ever noticeable deterioration oflife
at WLU. Look at the writing on the
wall and the increased incident of
vandalism. People are becoming
greedy takers when it is time to get
together to solve the problems facing a confused world. The loss of
my little brown coat has destroyed
my faith in the goodness of people.
I am a small town boy and I belie\e
in trusting people, but I guess this i
big town atmosphere where dL·
trust is the call of the day.
lam going to lookatthecoat rack
by the registrar's office every day
hoping the thief will return my coat
and replace my faith in the good
things of human nature. When you
are passing the coat rack by the
registrar's office, you should al o
look to see if goodness still prevail
in our student world.
Pete Ligudie
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Cam~us

a~nd -Comment

Concern

Students still responsible to ·show concern
snubbed by his associates, Canadiansjust aren't prone to accept or
demand a sudden change in any aspect of their lifestyle, whether that
change is warranted or not. This
particular writer thought that the
cause for this conservative attitude
was the prolonged exposure we get
to our winter climate, which certainly does dull vigorous spirits, or
encourage us to take the initiative
and do something really different.
In other words, Canadians are always out in the cold and the dark
by Jim Fischer
Spring has finally sprung. At (weatherwise, that is). I daresay,
least , that is what people seem to be perhaps we spend most of our lives
thinking. The weekend was sup- in the dark when it comes to our
posed to-officially mark the end of social consciousness, as well. As I
the bad and the start of the good . . . pondered over the thoughts preweatherwise. But most people are sented in the article, I couldn't help
still looking for storms over their but draw some comparisons to our
shoulder during those splendid situation on campus.
sunny , warm spells we have been
For the greatest part of the
getting after so many weeks of · school year, we are subject to the
Canadian winter at its best. As the wrath of nature. Shortly after the
sun appears more often and the first term begins, summer ends,
snow slithers away into the gutters, and life seems to retreat from the
our spirits &re a little higher. Not surface of the earth as we retreat
only has the climate decided to into our studies. It doesn't return
show positive signs of change for again until it is almost time to close
the better, but the school year is the books . Maybe that is why peoquickly approaching the end.
ple on this campus have a tendency
Perhaps you read the editorial to be not only conservative in their
comment ·in the last issue of the activity, but have abstained from
~eekend magazine~ It had an inmaking any contribution to campus
teresting idea presented by the as- life in general. People on the camsociate editor of that magazine pus have been criticized much too
who, like everybody , else , has often for their lack of interest in the
come to realize that winter really is affairs that will have a profound
beating itself to death, with no re- effect on them. A popularly known
grets being expressed by anyone. It term for this particular breed of
expressed an opinion that might be non-activity is apathy .
a bit of disheartening reality . Most
Let's take the affairs of our stupeople regard the nasty months of dent government as an example .
the year as a brief interlude bet- We have a chance to elect into ofween the nicer months. He went on fice . those who will distribute the
to expand this idea from a glorified finances and plans for our acweather report to something a little tivities. Thus, in fact, we determine
more socially significant.
those activities by v,oting for the
Canada has always been consi- people we feel have interests and
dered a cautious nation . Except for plans in accordance with what we
the odd character, who is quickly want.

That is, if we vote. This fundamental right given to all of us allows
us to participate in the selection of
our leaders, and therefore, to play a
role in determining student activity.
Many people think that an
apathetic attitude exists on this
campus, with no immediate hope
for a reversal of this undesirable
characteristic in the future. It is a
belief I refuse to accept.
Last year people were surprised
when 33 per cent of the student
population"turned out to vote in the
student presidential election. More
surprises. This year 100 more students voted than the year before.
Maybe students really do care who
will make decisions in their interests, and on their behalf. If you
voted this time around, give your-

self a pat on the back. If you didn't
vote, give yourself a swift kick in
the backside and get to tht; polls
next time.
We have also seen students
speak out and voice discontent
about occurrences that did not gain
their sympathy. Usually this happended in regards to disputes over
the sale of pub tickets. Recently we
discovered that, despite what some
philosophers may say, some people
are still basically animals. The zoo
sh_ow at Uncle Wilf's during the
sate of Liverpool pub tickets
proves it. One wonders why anthropologists travel to other continents to study primitives when a
few good examples of similar
species can be found right here on
campus. As a result of student protest, the WLUSU president has
promised to take action to prevent

this regrettable bit of history from
repeating itself. So you see, its only
through our personal involvement
that anything ever gets done.
Perhaps you could be offering more
than you are right now. Many positions within the WLUSU organization need to be ftlled. If you think
you have a talent for some particular job, why not give it a whirl?
You can't lose.
Yes, we have demonstrated in
the past year that we are capable of
being concerned.Jn September, a
whole new crew of freshmen will
converge on us. We must become
actively involved in some aspect of
student affairs if we expect the
newcomers to do the same. It is our
responsibility. It is a responsibility
not only-to the freshmen coming
next year, but it is a responsibility
to ourselves.
;
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Through the Smoke

Liberal party madness in Ontario the blue

by Steve Armstrong
I always thought that the only
madness which made an appearance at this time of year was the
madness induced by having just
finished the third major essay in as
many weeks and knowing that
there was one more to go before the
end ofthe month. Well, I have been
proven wrong by, quite fittingly, a
man who should know a lot about
madness, the fuzzy-haired shrink
who occasionally appears to lead
the Liberal Party in Ontario.
Mr. Smith surprised us all last

week by putting his party in a position from which it would most assuredly force the defeat of the government. In spite of Mr. Miller's
ridiculous dashing about the province closing hospitals and some
fuzzy statements by the Minister of
Correctional Services, Bill and the
boys looked to be doing okay. The
Tories, true to form, had even
managed to come up with a "stable" and "strong" minority government, and therefore, it was hard
to see why Mr. Smith all of a sudden wanted an election.
It could be that Mr. Smith's election gambit was just a hoax, designed to refocus media attention
on Queen's Park, so long ignored
while more exciting stories brewed
in Ottawa. More likely though, Mr.
Smith is tired of being No. 3 and
would like a chance to become No.
1 or No.2. Consequently, it's time
for an election.
With everybody gearing up for
an election, suddenly Mr. Smith
decided he didn't really want one,
citing the electorate's unwillingness to have an election in the
spring as his reason. Maybe ... but

more likely the lads in his caucus
convinced him of the slaughter
which lay in wait for him were he to
force the boys in the Legislature
onto the hustings. Party No. 3 in
elections after a minority government invariably takes a beating. It
seems that the Liberal bac-kbenchers want to put it off as long as
possible, a rather understandable
but unfortunate sentiment.
Minority governments very
quickly learn to forget their less
humble majority government
ways. All of a sudden they realize
that unless they improve their performance, or at least appear to,
they may have to go through the
trauma of becoming an opposition
party. The transformation of the
federal Liberals post-1972 is a good
example. (Now of course, they've
quickly regained their majority
government ways). The Ontario
Conservatives are no exception.
They are playing the right issues,
and playing them carefully.
Stephen Lewis has fitted comfortably into the role of Her Majesty's
Loyal (responsible, reasonable,
restrained) Opposition. The only

person rocking the boat is Mr.
Smith, and just as good ol' Dave
learned that having an election on
one's head is dangerous, Mr. Lewis
and Mr. Davis would like Mr.
Smith to learn.
However, in spite of the certain
disaster which awaits him in forcing an election, Mr. Smith should
go ahead and do so. By forcing an
election b._efore budget time, he will
at least remove one prop from
under the Tories, a nice sound
budget to prove the end of their
spend thrift ways. Moreover, by
leaving the Tories a few years of
comfortable and stable minority
government, Mr. Smith virtually
ensures their return with a majority
government. I mean, "they did so
under
such
trying
well
circumstances" ...
Mr. Smith's madness is not his
threat to force an election, rather
it's his apparent decision not to go
through with it. The Liberals are in
a no-win situation, damned if you
do and damned if you don't. By
forcing an election, now, maybe
the inevitable slaughter can be diminished
slightly.
Maybe

memories of the old PC's are still
fresh enough to keep a few Liberal
seats. In two years, all these
memories will be carefully killed.
Why let the public become used to
the NDP as the No.2 party? Maybe
with the right luck and enough innuendo the people of Ontario might
renounce their new found, and
maybe unintentional, pinkness.
All in all, it's rather a big gamble,
but to waffle about, first yes then
no, does incredible damage to the
image, old boy. Shall we say,
somewhat less than decisive?
It's certainly madness to force an
election now, facing almost certain
slaughter. But, in two years or four
years with the Tories playing it so
carefully and so well, and Stephen
being so calm and so nice, it's hard
to see how you can improve your
position any. Better to take. the inevitable lumps now, and suffer a
minor transitory set-back, than to
appear a stumbling, indecisive
leader and pay for it in perpetuity.
Besides, maybe Stephen might
win, and then madness, at least for
true blue Ontario, will then have
come full circle.
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Electric pipe
CALGARY (CUP)-Smoking
marijuana and hashish has become
very commercialized with new
products being introduced to the
market weekly, says the owner of
this city's largest "head" shop.
Smokers can bubble the dope
through wine, water, or beer, heat
it electrically, super toke it, bong it,
or roll it in banana flavoured paper,
says Rod Chapman.
"We sold over 40,000 pipes last
year," he said. "Everything from
thirty seven dollar hookas to the
I '
two dollar weed pipes."
Although marijuana and hashish
are illegal, the equipment for smoking them is not.
The store's most popular expensive pipes are the large Pakistani
hookas which stand about three
feet tall and are equipped with
party bowls for group gathering.
And for the cleanest weed possible there is a weed cleaning kit. A
small plastic wheel separates the
stems and the seeds from the green
leaves.
''There are even dope testers
now so you can test the quality of
the marijuana or hash", says
Chapman.
Because there are new pi pes and
more accessories arriving on the
market constantly, Chapman keeps
in touch by making frequent trips to
the United States for new supplies.
''I go to dealers shows and displays and they send me new
brochures and samples", said
Chapman.
One of the pipes sent him for distribution is the electric pipe. It jncludes a burner that is electrically
heated, causing the marijuana or,
hashish to smoulder. The smoke is
caught in a glass bubble and drawn
out through a hollow tube.
"They are coming out with quite
a few pipes now that don't allow
any smoke to be wasted," he said.
Although there seems to be an
endless variety in pipes and smoking accessories,' 'actually there are
only about five different ways of
smoking marijuana or hashish. All
the various pipes work but many
are basically only a different shape
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or made from a different substance."
Of course there are still many
people who prefer to roll their own
rather than use a pipe.
-All they have to do is decide on
plum, cinnamon, banana, strawberry, mint, licorice, cherry,
chocolate, or lemon flavoured rolling papers.
•

B

Birthright offers an
alternative to abortion for women with
a problern-;ngnancy-by offering free pregnancy test, housing,
legal aid, medical aid, maternity
and baby clothing.

Con1>1etely confidential

BIRTHRIGHT
50 Church St. Kit. 579-3990

"Why are so many of us
being killed in car accidents?"
It's a fact. Last year
the 16 to 24 age group
accounted for more than one-third
of all drivers killed on Ontario roads.
And nearly 40% of all drivers involved
in fatal accrdents were our age.
Maybe we can't change the world
but we can change this.
We've got to slow down.
We've got to live.

Think about it.

®

Ministry of
Transportation and
Communications

Ontario

While studying a sentence
comparative,
A student named Moe was
declarative,
With a case of beer,
t.he words became clear,
.Another Blue was imperative.
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DEBBIE BREADNER
TYPING SERVICES
576-5648
$.50;page Call after 5pm
Apt. 405, 145 Lancaster, Wat.

Labatt's Blue smiles along with you
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The last hash a pocket full of memories

pic by Wells

Dean Nichols, Gary Belanger, Sue Terry, and Allan Foerster discuss graduation activities. (absentDave Ferguson)
by Sue Terry
Well Grads, our time is almost
here. A few more essays and as..signments, final exams, and then,
"look out world-here we come!"

For most people, I'm sure there
are mixed feelings about leaving. It
will be nice to be out and earning
some money-no longer will we
have to be broke. No more petty
assignments and picky Professors.
No more hours in the library doing
research on a topic we aren't even

interested in. No more Dining Hall
food or Torque Room smoke.
Yet, the good things seem to
outweigh the bad, in the long run.
With graduation comes a separation from many people we have
come to know very well. All those
fun times that we shared are soon to
be memories tucked away in our
minds. Pubs, football, hockey,
basketball, pubs, Boar's Head
Dinner, Winter Carnival, pubs, intramural sports, food fights, and, or'
course, pubs! Or. what about the

the residences open for anyone
needing a room. Tl'lere is a minimal
cost per night. If some of you have
never stayed in residence, here is
your big chance! Just think of the
good times we could have with a
residence full of graduating students looking for a really fun time!
The Athletic Complex will be
open on the weekend for any sport
enthusiasts (or for a last minute exercise program to fit into that dress
or suit a bit better!)
The residence will be open for
students to move in at 4:00 PM on
Friday. That evening we are hoping
all will appear at the Turret for a
final pub bash. Tickets will go on
sale on a first come, first-served
basis, so arrive early to be guaranteed a seat. If you want to continue
the party afterwards, this would be
a good place to find people for it.
Saturday night is the semi-formal
dinner/dance at the Granite Club in
Kitchener. This event is for singles
and couples we want everyone to
come. The meal is highly acclaimed, and dancing will be to
"Full House". It promises to be a

year of the Streak?!
Some of our close friends will be
moving quite far away, due to job
placements, or to further their education. It may be many years before we see them again. That is why
your graduating executive hope the
weekend we are planning will be a
time when everyone can have a
completely social get-together before eachofyougo your own ways.
The end of the school year just
doesn't seem to allow time for this.
We are planning to have one of

memorable time, so try not to miss
it!
If you've managed to make it
through Friday and Saturday, and
are out from under the table, you'll
probably be attending the Convocation ceremonies at the Kitchener
Auditorium on Sunday. Let's all
cross our fingers that the day isn't
too hot!
On Tuesday March 30 at 10:00,
there will be a meeting for aU of you
in IE I. Its purpose is to choose an
Honorary President for our
graduating class. This person · is
selected from the faculty or staff of
WLU and will be the guest speaker
at the dinner/dance. If you have
someone in mind, make sure you
come, or send someone in your
place. Even if you can't think of
anyone, come and cast your vote.
It's your Honorary President.
So remember, Grads, May 28 to
May 30 is your weekend, and it is
up to you to make it a success. Add
a few more notes to that pocket full
of memories and come and have a
ball! See you there ... at "The Last
Bash"!

SUNDAY WORSHIP
..r

11:00 a.m. _
KEFFER CHAPEL-WLU
LUTHERAN CAMPUS MINISTRY

G'RAD '76: THE LAST BASH
Friday May 28th-Disco Nite in the Turret-Admission $.50
-First come, first served

Saturday May 29th-Dinner/Dance at the Gra-nite Club
-$10.00 per person (Commemorative Wine Glass included)
Liquor - $1.25
Beer - $.75
6:00 pm Cocktails
,
7:30 pm Buffet Dinner, Wine available
9:00 pm Dance featuring "Full House"
f'

Sunday May 30th~onvocation, 2:00 pm-Kitchener Auditorium

Tickets available in WLUSU Offices from
March 29th .or by mail-Deadline May 18th

Accomodation available on Campus, Students $3.00/nite, Guests $5.00/nite
,.
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The stratfOrd festival

I
Richard Monette

We met for lunch at The Church
in Stratford, the place to go in town
to people watch. We were there to
talk, about the theatre, about
Canadian theatre, about acting and
actors, about life in a basically rural
town, about Hamlet and The Tempest.
Douglas Allan, Head of Publicity
and Public Relations for the Festi-

q\
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val Foundation, arranged lunch for
us. Joining us were Marti Maraden,
who will appear as Ophelia in both
versions of Hamlet and as Miranda
in the The Tempest; Richard
Monette, who will play Hamlet and
Caliban in The Tempest; Pat
Bentley-Fisher who plays Gertrude
to Monette's Hamlet; Nicholas
Pennell who will portray Hamlet in
the other production and Ariel in
The Tempest. Gertrude of the Pennell production, Pat Galloway , was
unable to be there .
We .spent a little more than an
hour over lunch and wine, not in individual interviews, for that would
have been too difficult to manage.
· Instead, there was table-talk, the
sort of thing that goes on at dinner
parties, but this was a little different. These people were talking
about their life's work, so the interest was intense, the comments
reaching deeply. It was enlightening to see actors as people, to hear
them praise and complain, and to
watch them fold back into themselves once lunch was over.
The first thing I noticed about
Richard Monette upon meeting him
was his whistle, gold, hanging on a
chain around his neck. The second
thing I noticed was how slight he
was when he was standing back on
earth, rather than up on the stage.

Nicholas Pennell

He met us first,joining us when we
sat at the table, immediately asking
questions. He was curious, more
than politely so , yet when the
others arrived, he almost totally
stopped talking and began to listen
intently. When he did speak, his
thoughts were sometimes surprising.
Monette was first here in 1965 ,
stayed for two more seasons and
then moved on to other things, including three years work on stage
in Great Britain. He also had television and film credits. This season
marks his sixth with the Festival,
and he was quick to admit that he is
here only because of Robin Phillips.
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Festival theatre building, along with the Avon and the Third Stage,
stage performances.
Tom Patterson, a Stratford born constructed. Sir Tyrone had been
journalist with a great deal of pride called in to advise on the project,
in his hometown and his country, and eventually stayed for two seaconceived of the idea of beginning a sons as Artistic Director. In Ocfestival to present the works of tober of 1952, the planning commitShakespeare, in Stratford, but with tee accepted his proposed budget
a simplicity that hadn't existed of$150,000 and contracted Sir Alec
since the original performances Guiness and Irene Worth to head
the company of actors, with Sir
years ago.
Originally, the plan was just to Tyrone as director and Tanya
have an open-air theatre, but on the Moisiewitsch as designer.
An application was made for a
advice of the late Sir Tyrone Guthrie, a 1,980 seat tent theatre was charter to the provincial govern-

were not
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''I have great admiration and respect for our director; he has a total
knowledge of his craft. I would not
stay here ifRobin left.'' He went on
to add, "What we do here is new
and exciting. By refusing to let
things remain _static, we are contributing to the growth of theatre, in
Canada and elsewhere." When he
was asked about his role in Hamlet,
Monette remarked that it was difficult, "but I am approaching this
character as I see him. What
Nicholas (Pennell) may or may not
do is his own interpretation of what
his view is. I hope the audiences
will see both productions to get a
fuller grasp of what we are trying to

\

I

•••

work including a role in The Forsyte Saga. A number of films and a
lengthy list of stage credits prove
on paper his value as an actor Thi
is his fifth season with Stratford
Festival.
Last year he had leading role in
the Comedy of Errors and Two
Gentlemen of Verona. both of
which roles he played without the
aid of elaborate Elizabethan clothing. "Something like that is not
going to affect the performance that
an actor gives, or at lea t, it
shouldn't. What will affect the
actor is the director, what he demands and expects from the role.
We receive a challenge from Robin
(Phillips) that is terrifying. If we
don't give all of ourselves to the
performance, it doesn't work, and

are the settings for exciting live

ment, and the non-profit organization known as the Stratford
Shakespearean Festival Foundation of Canada was in business. It
was a frustrating business sometimes looking as if a lack of money
would keep the project from taking
off. Actors worked without knowing if they would ever have a
chance to perform in front of an
audience; volunteers kept at it
tirelessly. As always in the theatre,
the Festival had a dramatic last-

Of the four, Monette was the
lone Canadian, so we talked for a
moment about Canadian theatre.
"The only important Canadian
theatre is underground, and it's underground because it is too difficult
for conventional audiences .
Theatre is alive and surviving in
Canada, but Canadian theatre has a
long way to go."
He was stopped there by
Nicholas Pennell, who carried on
the idea of "Canadian playwrights
who tend to get bogged down in
what they write, who refuse tp
change what they've written because they think it is good enough
as it came. If they are lucky enough
to be produced once, they seem to
assume that what they write is always good enough for the stage. It
is not."
Pennell is an intelligent, strikingly handsome man. His publicity
stills make him appear to be barely
twenty-five. In person, he looks
older, and much the better for it.
British, with a polished voice, he
has done a great deal of television
minute rescue.
In 1956, the huge canvas tent was
taken down for the last time, and
construction immediately began on
the Festival Theatre building. The
focal point of the Festival has always been the stage, basically a
modern adaptation of the
Elizabethan stage. It emphasizes
close actor-audience relationships,
allowing all 2,258 people to be no
more than 65 feet from the stage.
Since 1953, all but one of
Shakespeare's plays have been
produced in Stratford, along with a
smattering of Moliere, Ibsen,
Chekov and ten works by original
Canadian authors. The original six
week season has been extended to
twenty-one weeks, but with rehearsals and tours, actors are now
engaged for as long as ten and a half
months. A permanent year round
staff of 70 is required to maintain
things, and the height of the season
will see more than 650 people working to keep it all going.
As an expression of Canadian
talent and determination, as an example of excellent theatre recognized the world round, as good
solid entertainment, the Stratford
Shakespeare Festival is something
to acknowledge with pride and
offer to it our support.
This year the season opens on
June seventh and runs to the second week of October. It promsies
to be exciting and innovative, well
worth the short drive and reasonable ticket price. For further information write or call the box office;
Box Office, Festival Theatre,
Stratford, Ontario, 1-271-4040.

Daphne Dare

John Pennoyer
"we must adapt twentieth cen·
tury products to seventeenth
century costumes." Here shown
with Ophelia's dress from the
first act.

They are the technician , the
people who dress the performPr
build the sets, help sustain the illu·
sion that is theatre.
Shakespeare should not automatically mean Elizabethan. The
joy of something eternal include
the ability to make it what ever the
director feels it ought to be.lt isonl>
the
limitations
of
the
director's point of view that put
bindings on the skills of these people. It is especially important m
productions such as the ones that
go on in Stratford that rely on co ·
tumes and props far more than any
sort of traditional set.
What these people do is very
good, or they wouldn't be at Stratford. Yet in conversation with
Head of Design, Daphne Dare, designer for The Tempest, John Ferguson, and Hamlet designer. John
Pennoyer, all three of them agreed
that they were not indispensable.
Dare says, "We don't need the
public recognition for what we do,
because if it wasn't good we'd hear
about it from the director. We
know we've done what was re-

films and
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worked
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he knows it. We know it. I think
that's one oft he reasons Two Gentlemen worked in the costumes we
used. We gave of ourselves to the
roles, so that the clothes merely
enhanced the interpretations; they
were not the interpretations th~m
at one time an accent that either, or
selves."
As for his production of Hamlet, perhaps both, the stage and living
Pennell remarked that what ''I do is in Canada has diminished. In any
what I do. I don't want people com- case, when she spoke, which was
ing out after (the performance) and often, it made you listen to her.
She was the one who brought up
saying that one is better than the
other." He went on to add, "This is the matter of living in Stratford, a
not an easy role but I enjoy the small town out of the way of everychallenge. It is an interesting part of thing, with very few things to offer
the members of the company. ''It is
working here."
Sitting beside Pennell was Pat a tight knit little community, giving
Bentley-Fisher, a darkly attractive in little room to us. It is so far from
woman, given to expansive hand everywhere, especially in the
gestures and a soft voice. She had winter, that we all tend to turn to

•••

from the inside out

The technicians

I

qui red of us and it is our best."
All agreed that the actors had it
hardest in trying to convince the
audiences that the action was real,
was believable. If the names and
faces of the performers come more
easily to mind than their own, it
was deserved. Ferguson, who had
to cope with a violent storm that is a
vital piece of the plot in The Tempest, says that, "The storm will be
partly created by the mechanical
technical things that we can design,
build and manage from backstage.
But the greatest part of the illusion
will be created by the actors who
must convince the audience that
they are enduring a really quite ter·
rible storm."
John Pennoyerfaced an interesting challenge in having to create
two backgrounds for the two productions of Hamlet that are being
done this seascn. Two different actors with radically different approaches will be playing Hamlet;
two different actresses will interpret the role of Gertrude; the rest of
the cast will remain the same. Pennoyer remarked, "They are individual productions, each doing
their separate things. Designing for
them was not difficult, but was interesting. Everything was done in
shades of black, white and grey, so
courtiers will keep their costumes
from production to production."
He was obviously proud of his
work, his first assignment as a designer for the Stratford, when his
sketches were admired. Yet, when
asked if he would not prefer the
instant recognition of an actor, he
admitted he'd once tried his hand at
the job. "It's-teo- hard to be an
actor; I prefer design. And, I am
working at Stratford, where I have
always wanted to be."
John Ferguson is a Kitchener native who has been with Stratfordsince the 1972 season, last year designing for the opera productions
and for Kennedy's Children. This
season he is doing only The Tempest (at this time). The theatre is his
metier and he feels no desire to go
into films at this point in time. Ferguson calls it immediate and says it
is more rewarding.
This is the second season at
Stratford for Daphne Dare, a most
accomplished designer for theatre,
films and television. She and Artistic Director Robin Phillips have
worked together in England, including the Royal Shakespeare
Company at Stratford-on-A von
production of Two Gentlemen of
Verona. She says when she approaches a new play, "I study the
text, making myself totally familiar
with it noting the time of day, of
year, the passage of time among
other things. -consulting with the

"

Patricia Bentley-Fisher

John Ferguson

Frank Holte
director as need be, I then go to
work, always remembering that
people are in 3D. I try to keep my
design results in 3D too."
Frank Hoi te is the Head of Properties Department at the Festival
Theatre. He's been in the 'business' since 1959, when he began in
England. He's worked with Robin
Phillips before so he says is beginning to know what the director really means when he says something. Holte feels that the worst
problem the people in the properties department have to face is not
the design or execution of a tricky
or unique prop, but it is the tempermental director who will refuse
to help in any way with explanations, but becomes angry when
things aren't exactly as they were
imagined.
"If we built a paper mache helmet for a Roman soldier that was
supposed to be kicked around a lot,
it obviously isn't going to last very
long," explained Holte. "When we
put something together, we need to
know exactly what it's going to be
used for." He had only praise for
Phillips though: "He's been in the
business a long time, and done a lot
of everything to learn his craft. He
knows what we need to know to
help accent the play."
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each other for company. In the
summer things are better with people coming in droves, but they still
tend to regard us as different." She
hastened to add, "I like working
here, and most of the time I like
being here, but there is the problem
of trying to get through the long
winter."
There was also disagreement
with Pennell on the ideas he had
about the importance of clothing.
Bentley-Fisher feels that while his
assumptions may be quite true for
the man in the company, the
women must contend with difficult
costuming tricks. "Sometimes the
costumes that are made for us have
been copied along the lines of what
women of a certain sector of life
wore in Elizabethan times. Those
clothes were not made for comfort,
but rather to adhere to the standards of beauty of the time. Quite
often they are uncomfortable, even
dangerous. Not only must we act
out our roles, but we must also act
as if we were at ease with our clothing."
Marti Maraden, the young
American actress who is playing
Ophelia to both Hamlets, agreed
with Bentley-Fisher. "Fighting uncomfortable clothing makes the
parts more difficult for us to
handle, although a more conventional audience certainly appreciates the effect."
The role of Ophelia is not an easy
one to convey the myriad of emotions she goes through in the course
of the play. When she was asked
about the problems of playing opposite two different Hamlets, in
such a short time span, Maraden
replied, "I am enjoying it very
much. I am learning a lot just by
watching how different actors react
to different lines, and how the other
members react to the different actors. I came into this with some
ideas, but at the same time left myself open to the director's wishes
and to what was taking place in
each rehearsal." She explained
further. "Each rehearsal takes
something out of you, but in return
adds a depth to your role, so that
eventually you will be able to feel
comfortable with it, however it is
finally done."
Maraden is the girl next door,
both in appearance and demeanor.
She spoke eagerly of her thoughts
about Stratford and the Young

Company. "Growing up in the
States, whenever Stratford and
Shakespeare were mentioned together, this place, in Ontario, is
what came to mind immediately.
And the longer I am here as an actress, the more trust and affection I
am building inside myself, for my
profession and my colleagues."
An echo reaction from Pennell
followed that statement, when he
said that he felt "there is an obvious fruition of the hard work
everybody put in, last year and this
year's rehearsals. There are twenty
returnees out of last year's twentyeight members ; that fact is the most
important reason why everything
that is done here is done so well.
We all know each other."
Benlley-Fisher probably ,said it
best though, in trying to explain the
appeal of Stratford, when she said
'' There is a seductive atmosphere
here, there is pageantry and colour.
People love shows, and all this,"
with an elaborate gesture, she emphasized, "is a show."

Marti Maraden

Artistic director
One name would keep re- He has done work on Broadway
appearing constantly throughout and in London, directing
the day, both in conversations Abelard and Heloise. As an actor
with people and in reading differ- he appeared in the Forsyte Saga,
ent biographies the Publicity De- played the title role in David
partment likes to hand out. Copperfield and has even apRobin Phillips, Artistic Director. peared in a horror film, Tales '
He has also been an actor, and From the Crypt. He has had a
a designer and who knows how thorough, rigorous background,
many non-theatrical jobs he may one that emminently qualified
have ever had. He is multi- him for the job of Artistic Directalented, with a sure knowledge tor.
of his profession, and the people
There were echoes of
who populate it. He has been de- nationalism bouncing off the
scribed as brilliant, a genius , closed doors of the theatre world
tempermental, demanding, a though. The time had come, so
eraftsman, unconventional to the the rhetoric went, to support
point of being garish. Perhaps the new, young, Canadian talent
comments are all true, perhaps coming up through the ranks.
they are only remarks made in There were worries over what
jealousy. One must meet the man this unlikely English person was
to be able to make such qualita- goin~ to do to the Festival. He
tive judgements.
certainly has done something.
It would perhaps be better for
Last year, his first season, saw
an audience to never know the
director. What a man looks like, a great deal of innovation, a lot of
what he may appear to be should breaking away from the tradihave nothing to do with the tions that come to mind when
calibre of work he produces. Yet one hears Shakespeare. The actoo often, audiences cannot, or tors who are the members of his
will not be objective about the , newly-formed ''Young Comtheatre they've experienced, and pany" feel that that is a chalwill make decisions based on the lenge, a different perspective
physical appearance alone rather that is not necessarily wrong.
than on the mental worth of a They say his attitude makes
them better actors.
production.
Phillips trained at the Bristol
Whatever gift Robin Phillips
Old Vic, acted with that com- has to help create a theatre perpany, moved on to the Royal formance that is live and vibrant
Shakespeare where he was an and deeply personal, it is to be
Assistant Director. He was also devoutly wished that he will conassociated with the Northcott tinue to display his abilities at
Theatre and with the Aldwych. Stratford for a long time to c-ome.
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1976 ln-t ersession and
Summer School
Accommodation
Meals
Included
$180.00
$215.00
$235.00

Double
Single
Large Single

Thursday, March 25, 1976

Coton•t
\*f*' Motor Hotel \l*i'

Without
Meals
$70.00
$100.00
$115.00

871 Victoria St. N. - 7 44-3511
NO JEANS PLEASE
Every Wednesday is Singles Night

IN THE CROWN ROOM

This Week
TERR.Y DEE'S
ROCK 'N ROLL CIRCUS

Waterloo Co-operative
Residence Inc.
280 Phillip St.
Waterloo
884-3670

'HELP-745-1166
WE CARE
Crisis intervention and confidential listening to any
problem. Weeknights six
pm to 12 midnight, Friday
five pm to Monday one am.

NEXT WEEK
DOWN CH ILD
BLUES BAND
Coming SCJon- Downchild Blues Band, Miss
Nude Canada, Garry Lewis and the Playboys

YOU DON'T HAVE
TO MAKE A
CAREER OUT OF A
SUMMER JOB.

Friday & Saturday

WHITE HORSE
NEXT WEEK
Monday-Saturday

Once upoP a tune tht=re
was a studel', who Sc :c.cted her
self out of a ~' Ji l1 ' 11er 1uD. Oh
no. we re nqt •J~+ 1--' k11 gO" cz,1 ·,,
We've see11 guys de: ~ bo.
She wanted to be a•1 a1Ch1tert
tl11s k1d. So she held vut tor
a jOb that had son ethil'e"; IJ c 1
w1th arch1tec1L1'e. Nom. ca1
along that year. :ml by th.~ l.lllE'
she Jec1decJ lo •,ettle fot Sdll,
thi11g else 1t was tJo !at· All : t'
jObs wete go1•e Sv was'~·
ftrst yeat's tu1l1on
1
Moral. Don't hold out for th8
mpossible dream
Who knows Yout· Canada
Manpower Centre for Students
might introduce you to awhole
new field. Maybe you'\1\ike your
summer job so much you'll
want to make a career out 'Jf ~
someday.

CREED

IT'S TRAVEL NITE AT

Thursday, April15, 7:00 p.m.
Sponsored by Noel Sedman Travel
and CP Air
Win a Trip to Sunny Acapulco
Admission $1.00
\

includes refreshments, canapes,
door prizes, dance music
and a Lot of fun.

For further information call
the Waterloo Motor Inn, 884-0220.

475 KING NORTH, WATERLOO

/

Main-d·c:Euvre
et lmm•grat1on

Robert And ras
Mini ster

Robert Andras
Mmistre

Canada Manpower Centres
tor Students

Travis
takes on
New York'
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- he is not a
rather he
problem t
america n
another
individual
redeemable
as compa
makes him
me . He is a
who is stra
principled in
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his m
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ENTERTAINMENT
.Valdy surprises with

jazz~ and

Valdy on his numbers and singing
lead in his absence.

Valdy without the Hometpwn Band

The show began with Valdy and
The Hometown Band doing two
new songs. They were somewhat
reminiscent of early Valdy although the instrumental was much
more fine tuned. The next few
numbers were old favourites:
"Simple Life" and "Bitter
Green". Crowd response was running very high, but at this point a
transition took place. Valdy stepped back and The Hometown Band
took over. Their performance was
a series of individual efforts ranging
from a jazz sax solo to heavy rock
on lead guitar. The energy of the
show continued due to the smooth
transition between the radically different songs. The feedback by the •
audience was even greater applause. They appreciated all aspects of the concert contrasting
with this writer's opinion. The
show had moved from emotional
Valdy hits to electric rock. Anyone
who prepared themselves for
Valdy was at least surprised, if not
disappointed.

by Peter Friedmann
Valdy totally captivated his audience as was expected. However
something unexpected was the
shows lack of continuity. His backup band, The Hometown Band,
was comprised of five members in-

Instead of an intermission, time
out was taken for assorted bird and
insect calls. Then the scene was
similar to the first few numbers.
The band aided V aldy for "City
Musician" and "One In The
Spirit''. Gradually they tapered off
until Valdy was left alone. This

eluding bass guitar, lead guitar,
drums, electric ·violin and one
musician who played alto sax,
tenor sax, flute and clarinet. The
woman on electric violin showed
her singing abilities throughout the
performance by harmonizing with

Taxi Df'iVer excels

l.

0
0 ~~~~L .: ADULT

...

MOVIIS

eth::
the

by Dennis Barber
New York city has been described as a cankerous growth on
the american spirit that will never
heal itself. In the Martin Scorese
film Taxi Driver the recommended cure for this sickness is far
more dangerous than the sickness
that we see. This ftlm is a powerful
and gripping expose on individual
loneliness and the extremes to
which anyone will go to put meaning in their life. The story centers
around a New York city taxi driver
Travis Bickle, who single handedly
takes on the task of cleaning up
New York's streets. However,
what Travis doesn't realize is that
he is not a part of the solution but
rather he represents a part of the
problem that has engulfed most
american cities. Travis is not just
another case study of a paranoid
individual but rather he has certain
redeemable human qualities such
as compassion for others that
makes him no different from you or
me. He is a simple and illiterate man
who is strangely perceptive and
principled in the value system he
endorses. Society is the cause of
his malady and Travis gradually
becomes that finely tuned instrument compelled to carry out those
violent acts that his ·malady demands of him.
Taxi Driver e-xplodes the myth
that the U.S. is a classless society.
In fact this film shows us that
american society is probably the
most class conscious society in existence today. New York city is an
open game reserve; everyone is an
easy target for the pimps, whores
and muggers who walk its streets.
Stand on 42nd street any evening
and if you are not mugged or outhustled then some Travis Bickle
type may come on to you with the
sad story of his existence. Taxi

turned out to be the best part of the
concert. "Simple Life" and "A
Good Song" had the crowd
screaming encore. The crowd
clapped as Valdy and the band sung
"Here We Come Here We Go" and
made a quick exit.
.
Impressions of the concert were
widely ranging. Some hard core
Valdy fans were disappointed. He
had moved from the nervous newcomer of years ago to the honest
and sincere country man of last
year's concert. Friday night was a
break to that image. His music is
changing its form. The topics are
the same but the presentation is different. The words express Valdy's

by Cameron French
Well the revenge was a fair while
coming, but, come it did at last.
Myself and my friends gave the
professors as bad of a whipping as
they gave us last time. Here are two
of the more interesting hands.
N
(George and Dr. Vallillee)
S K,10,9,4
H K,6,4,3
P2
c Q,l0,6,3
W
E
(Dr. Stack &
Dr. Rodrigo
Dave)
& Vince)
S Q,8,7 ,5,2
S A,J
H A,Q,10,8
H J,9,5
•
D K,J ,I0,9,6,4,3 D 7
CC A,K,8,4

s

After acts of incredible violence,
we find Travis back at his old Taxi
stand: fully exonerated by the fact
he killed those who were more sick
than himself. This solution does
not represent present reality but
very possibly it gives us a glimpse
of a future reality. It may not be
long before New Yorkers and other
americans take to their streets and
hand out a vigilante form of justice.
This film is a must for anyone concerned about the human condition.
Who will Travis Bickle kill next?
It's playing presently at the Waterloo theatre. (next week: A special
preview feature) .

causes but the songs have lost his
personal touch. The case is simple,
a step for progression and refinement of the music has been a step in
the wrong direction. Valdy, the
simple man, should remain so.
Others will argue that Valdy should
continue with the more lustrous
approach as of the concert. The
only way this writer can see that
happening is by finding more complementary musicians. The fiddle
fit well but the man on lead guitar
has to go. The only thing more
damaging than accompaniment by
the lead guitarist is playing in the
Theatre Auditorium renowned for
its acoustic inferiority.

redollbE

(myself and Dr. Wang)
s 6,3
H 7,2
D A,Q,8,5
c J,9,7,5,2
At our table:
E
S
W
N
IS
P
3D
P
3S
P
4D
P
5C
Pble
5S
P!
p
p

Actor Robert de Niro of Taxi Driver guarding the streets of a "vigilante" America.
Driver is Martin Scorese's best
film since his first major effort,
Mean Streets. This ftlm carries on
where Mean Streets left off. Mean
Streets showed us the problem;
Taxi Driwr offers us a solution by
rubbing our noses in it. Robert De
Niro's performance as Travis is excellent. De Niro displays a type of
disarming attractiveness at the beginning of the film which draws us
to him. This is only a ruse to hide
the method in his madness as we
see Travis transformed into a
dangerous killer.
The ending of this film does not
fit into our image of what is just.

hard rock

At the other table:
IS
P
2D
P
P
3H
P
2S
3NT
P
4D
P
4H
P
P
p
As is evident, 5S was a very poor
spot. Declarer had to lose 2 spade
tricks, and one in each of the other
3 suits for down three.
On the other hand, 4H is an excellent spot, but very difficult to
arrive at. It had to be well played,
and it was, to make. It also helps
when the danger hand (North) is on
lead-he can't lead anything without giving away a trick. (See if you
and your partner can arrive at a
4H).
This hand was closer:
N
(George and Dr. Vallillee)
s 10,7,4

H 9,6,4
D A,Q,9,8
C K,J,6
E
w
(Dr. Rodrigo
(Dr. Stack &
& Vince)
Dave)
s 9,5,2
s Q,J
H Q,8,2
H K,J,5
D I0,4
D 1,7,6,3
C A,I0,9,4,2
c Q,8,5,3

s

-(myself and Dr. Wang)
S A,K,8,6,3
H A,I0,7,3
D K,5,2
c7

At our table:
S
W
N
IS
P
2D
2H
P
2S
4C!
P
4S
pass
At the other table:
IS
P
2D
2H
P
2NT
3NT
All pass

E
P
P
All

P
P

At our table, Dr. Stack led a
small club. I put in the jack, Dr.
Rodrigo won the ace, and led back
the I 0 on which I let go a diamond!
Winning on the dummy I now led a
spade to my ace and the queen appeared to my left. Now, if that was
a singleton, west would hold J 9 52,
and if I now played the king of
spades, two spade tricks would be
lost. So, not too eager to expose the
diamond situation (I am now kicking myself for trying to be so bright
trick two, when I should have shed
a heart, not a diamond) I made the
standard safety play and led a low
spade towards the IO.
Dr. Stack (west) won, and forced
me to ruff with another club. I
played a spade to the- 10, and led a
small heart from the dummy, Dr.
Rodrigo played the 8H, which I let
hold, and forced me to ruff yet
another club, on which Dr. Stack
had the unenviable choice of a
diamond or a heart to let go. It really didn't matter what he threw as
long as I read it correctly.
Well, a diamond was thrown, so
the suit split, and I was able to
throw two hearts on two hood
diamonds to four hearts.
As it turns out, I am able to make
5-if I pick up the spade suit with
no losers, throw a heart trick two,
not a diamond, and finesse the 9D
on the third round of diamonds.
Mind you, ifl did all that, the opponents would probably claim I saw
their hands.
·
Dr. Wang was thinking when he
played off the A-K of spades to pick
up the whole spade suit. He had to
because West found the key defense against 3NT, a low club.
So, not being overly greedy, he
settled for 5 spade tricks, 3
diamonds and one each in hearts
and clubs to make 4NT. So, a net
gain of 10 points was made by the
staff.
~
I for one would like to thank staff
for the games. I feel that a high
standard ofsportsmanshipand ability was displayed throughout.
Maybe we can have the rubber
match sometime. Thank you again.
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Canadian studies report
studied adequately. Yet important
Canadians do not know them- took their value for granted.
decisions abowt northern petAssumptions
about
the
purpose
selves. Though Canada is unique in
its diversity and Canadians are dis- and role of Canadian studies also roleum and resources development
tinctive as a people, most Cana- varied: some saw Canadian studies must be made in the near future. "It
dians do not seem to be fully aware as inseparable from Canadian iden- is embarrassingly clear that we are
of these realities. For this reason tity; some believed that the Can- not sufficiently informed about the
much more must be done to de- dian i~entity is not known and that economic, social and environmenvelop knowledge and awareness of the principal purpose of Canadian tal implications of such public polCanada, concludes the Commis- · studies is to discover it; others ar- icy decisions."
It is the universities that must
sion on Canadian Studies after gued that the identity is known and
serve
the country in such areas,
that
the
purpose
of
Canadian
a three-year inquiry into the state
of teaching and research in studies studies shoul be to make it known states the Commission, since independent research that is not under
to others.
relating to Canada.
Thus, concludes the Commis- ''the thumb of Government or inThe first two volumes of the
Commission's report, TO KNOW sion, studies of the Canadian situa- dustry" is essential for informed
OURSEL YES, representing a tion have a legitimate place in the public action.
Despite their importance, howmajor portion of its work, were re- curriculum and in research in
leased on March 5. Established by nearly every area of academic ac- ever, many problems and areas of
the Association ofU niversities and tivity. "The most valid and com- study relating to Canada have reColleges of Canada in 1972, the pelling argument for Canadian ceived inadequate attention or
Commission is chaired by Thomas studies is the importance of self- have been neglected by the univerH.B. Symons, founding President knowledge, the need to know and sities, says the report. "As things
now stand, there are few other
of Trent Diversity at Peter- to understand ourselves ... "
The failure to recognize the val- countries in the world with a deborough, Ontario. Financial support for the study was provided by idity of the Canadian dimension to veloped post-secondary system
the Canada Council, the Science many areas of research can also that pay so little attention to the
Council, the Department of the have unfortunate results. As an ex- study of their own culture, probSecretary of State, the Messecar ample, the Commission notes that lems and circumstances in the uniFoundation and the Macdonald the Canadian North has not been ~ersity curriculum."
Stewart Foundation.
The length of time devoted to the
study was largely a result of the
unexpectedly high level of interest
generated by the Commission's inquiries. Few Canadian commisYOUR REPRODUCTIVE LIFE
sions have elicited such a massive
IS YOUR OECISION
response from both the general
public as well as the university
FREE COUNSELLING
community. More than 2,500 per(NO
EFFECT
ON LOW MEDICAL FEE)
sons attended the Commission's
public hearings across the country;
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
it received more than 1,000 submissions and some 30,000 letters from
3 HOUR CLINIC STAY
individuals and organizations in
CALL (313) 884-4000
Canada and abroad; and it met with
many persons at their request.
The Commission discovered
DETROIT ABORTIONS
early in its work that it had to arrive
Members of Abortlon Coalition of Michigan
at its own definition of Canadian
studies. For purposes of its inquiry,
A self-regulating group of abortion centres dedicated to
therefore, it considered as Canathe
practice of sound care in the field of abortions.
dian studies teaching or research in
any field that, as one of its major
objectives promotes knowledge
about Canada by dealing with some
aspect of the country's culture, social conditions, physical setting, or
place in the world.
Essentially, the Commission
looked for a sensitivity to the
Canadian context in the areas surveyed. It also sought to identify
areas in which Canadian studies
were being neglected and to show
the opportunities for developing
·
such studies.
The Commission examined what
is ancl what is not going on in Canadian studies in th~ university curriculum in more than 20 disciplines
and areas in the social sciences and
humanities. It then examined the
Canadian component in science
and technology and in education
8:30 p.m., Saturday, April 10th
for the professions.
The Commission also studied the
sponsored by the Waterloo
state of Canadian archives and of
Fire Fighters Association
audio-visual and other media support for Canadian studies. In addi•
tion, the Commission surveyed
ALL
PROCEEDS
TO
MUSCULAR
DYSTROPHY
studies at community colleges; and
examined the role of private donors
in supporting such studies in both
You'll enjoy all the excitement
universities and community colof
the Caribbean with de"Corations,
leges. As a result of public demand,
costume
dancing, steel band, and
it made extensive inquiries into the
state of Canadian studies abroad.
Peggy Jackson, the Fire Dance Limbo Queen.
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Arandas
Sunrise.
Sunrise
1Vz oz. Arandas Tequila
4 oz. orange juice

juice of Vz lime
314 oz. grenadine

In order, pour into a tall glass over ice.

Arandas
Tequila.
The Mixable Mexicano.

PREGNANT

Throughout its inquiry the
Commission was confronted with
the question: why be concerned
with Canadian studies? It found
many diverge\)t points of view:
some were uncertain about the
scholarly value of such studies;
others thought they had no legitimate place in the university; some

Admission $2.50/person, buffet available
Tickets available at any K-W Fire Station.
Call (519) 884-0220 for reservation.

475 KING NORTH, WATERLOO
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Why Canadian Studies?
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Save this recipe and watch for others.
To get your Arandas recipe booklet write:
Arandas Recipes, P.O. Box E 30B; Montreal
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Fa b four back, finally
by Jack Williams
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Ten years ago if you turned your
radio on, chances are you would
have heard a certain foursome
from Liverpool, England boisterously making their way through a
ballad such as "Yesterday,"
''Michele,'' or perhaps even
"Eleanor Rigby." A few years earlier and it would have been the
same group singing such familiar
numbers as "She Loves You," "I
Want to Hold Your Hand" or "I
Saw Her Standing There" with the
same exuberant enthusiasm. Now,
twelve years and many millions of
dollars in record sales and
royalities later, The Beatles, the
group that began a new era in
popular music in the sixties, will
make rock music history this July
when they reunite to play a twenty
minute concert that will be relayed
via closed circuit television around
the world.
All of the speculations and
rumours that have been circulating
for the past few months as to a
possible reunion of the Beatles
were confirmed last week by a
news story that appeared in the
Daily Mirror, a London newspaper. The story is that the four
musicians who dominated the airwaves of the last decade are, believe it or not, in financial straits,
and that consequently they are
prepared to accept an offer made
by Hollywood promoter Bill
Sargent which guarantees the
group a net profit in excess of 30
million dollars for a twenty minute
televised concert.
What happened to all of the
money that the group must have
made in ~old record sales over the
decade in which they were at the
top of the music industry? The
answer is that the group sunk most
of its assets into Apple Records, a
record company started in the late
sixties to try and break the American dominance of the British
music industry. The attempt
failed, and in 1971 the company
was taken over completely by
Capitol Records of the U.S. With
Sargent's offer, the group will
have a chance to regain some of
the money it lost in that unsuccessful venture.
The important question to ask
now is, can the Beatles provide
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$50.00 worth of entertainment for
those of us who are either rich or
foolish enough to pay that sum of
money to see them on closedcircuit t.v.? That question cannot
be answered until July 5, the proposed day of the concert. But the
promoters will probably have very
little difficulty filling seats around
the world to see the group. The
Beatles are almost as popular now
as they were in their ''golden
age." If you don't believe this,
then you should have been in front
of "Uncle Wilf's" on Tuesday,
March 9, where advance tickets
for Thursday's "pub night" were
being sold. There, a tremendous
'cue of people were lined up to buy
tickets for a group called
Liverpool, a group which attempts
to imitate the style and music of
the early Beatles. The tickets were
completely sold out in a matter of
minutes, and many people were
turned away disappointed. Of
course there is quite a difference
between Liverpool and the Beatles,
not the least of which is the latter's
total unpredictability. The same
curiosity that draws people to pay
to see a fight on closed-circuit t.v.
will undoubtedly lure people to see
the Beatles, and that is the uncertainty that will be present in the
minds of everyone up until the
night of the concert as to just what
the group will do.
A fact which everyone seems to
be ignoring in the euphoria of the
projected concert is that the
Beatles have in fact been back together as a group since their
break-up in 1971. All four Beatles
recorded, produced and composed
the music on Ringo Starr's album
released in 1974 entitled Ringo.
The material on the album is not
even comparable to the group's
earlier work on such albums as
Sgt. Pepper, The Beatles or Abbey
Road, and there is really no reason
to expect that the new music the
group will produce for the upcoming concert will be any better. If
anything, the music of each
member of the group, with the exception of McCartney, has declined since 1974. Each member of
the group, when on his own, seems
to have followed the same pattern:
first, the production of one good
album, and then, "down-hill all the

way". Lennon produced Imagine,
Starr produced Ringo and Harrison All Things Must Pass, and then
each "went off on his own
tangent." Even McCartney's albums, although they are as good
musically, lack the lyrical depth of
the Beatles music of the late
1960's.
The Beatles were together as a
group long before they became
famous in North America. In fact,
the bulk of the group played together in Hamburg, Germany as
early as 1961, and they became extremely popular there. In Germany, playing in such raucous
night-clubs as the "Kaiserkeller"
and the "Top Ten Club", they developed a "tough" image. With
their leather jackets, "drain-pipe"
pants and "pilzen kopf-hair-cuts,
they created qulte a marked contrast to the group that stepped off
the airplane at New York City airport in 1964, after they had
"cleaned up" their act. The transition from their earlier "Rolling 1
Stones" type image to the later
"collar and tie" image was made
after the group's success in their
own country.
In Hamburg, the group was actually known as "Tony Sheridan
and the Beat Boys." Probably the
first single the group ever released
was "Why?", shortly followed by
"My Bonnie". George Harrison
describes the Beatles of these
early days in Hamburg as a band
that had reached its "stage peak~'
The Beatles were, in Harrison's
words "very tight as a band in
Hamburg." The group, by the
time of its dissolution in 1971 had
come a long way since those raucous and uncertain days, but it has
never surpassed the quality of performance on stage that was
characteristic of the Beatles of
Hamburg, 1961. Beatles' concerts
of the past have tended to be loud,
exciting and chaotic, but the quality of live performance has remained low in comparison to the
group's mastery in the recording
studio. It remains to be seen if the
newly reunited Beatles of 1976 can
equal on fLim in twenty minutes the
achievements on stage in eight
hour, non stop· performances of
the Beatles of 1961.
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MOVIE.GUIDE
ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS
INCLUDING

BEST PICTURE
BEST ACTOR

FREE
LIST
SUSPENDED

WARNING - COARSE LANGUAGE IN THIS
FILM MAY OFFEND SOME PEOPLE
-THEATRES BRANCH, ONTARIO

VRIC

I
.. I

2 SHOWS NIGHTLY 7:00 & 9:20
4 SHOWS SAT & SUN
2-4:2~7-& 9:20

TREATRE
124 ICIIIIG

w.

JERRY GERSHWIN and
EUJO'IT KASTNER pment

CHARLES BRONSON
in AUSTAIR MACLEAN'S

'BREAKHEART PASS"
alsostazring
BEN JOHNSON
RICHARD CRENNA
JILL IRELAND
CHARLES DURNING
ED LAUTER
DAVID HUDDLESI'ON
Written by

AUSTAIR MACLEAN
Directed by TOM GRIES
Produ<fd by

JERRY GERSHWIN

2 SHOWS NIGHTLY
7 & 9:15

On every street in every city
in this country there's a
nobody who dreams of being
somebody. He's a lonely
forgotten man desperate to
prove that he's alive.

COLUMBIA PICTURES presents

ROBERT DENIRO

'11L~I

J)l{fiTJ~l{

REMEMBER PEOPLE

~

Producnon Senne.. by ~~y llnght

l'+'l!i i 3il 1•1•1
24 King St. n.

2 SHOWS NIGHTLY
7:00 & 9:00PM
MATINEE SAT & SUN 2PM

For

~~ ·

'

c!Jdodo~
Love is the greatest adventure of all.
COLUMBIA PICTURES o~nd RASTAR PICTURES

AUDREY
SEAN
HEPBURN
ROBERT
CONNERY
SHAW
"ROBIN AND MARIAN"
IN

A

RICHARD LESTIR FILM

NICOL WIWAMSON
DENHOLM ELLIOTI
KENNETii HAIGH

WITH A YEARBOOK
Keystone orders will be taken in the concourse
March 30, 31 and April1
This may be the final publication of the Keystone
so get yours now.

•nd

RONNIE BARKER
IAN HOLM

RICHARD HARRIS

ol!>

RICho~rd th~ l1onh~u1

RAY STARK-RICHARD SHEPHERD rru.Ju<oon • """ "> JOHN BARRY
bPCUIIVt' rrodU(f'f RICHARD SHEPHERD • Wrlllt'n by JAMES GOLDMAN
rn>du«d bv DENIS O'DELL • o,«trd by RICHARD LESTER
A

..

ft

-·-·

CI~~MA
across from Markel Square

~

at 161 Ktng E a s t - - - - - -

2 SHOWS NIGHTLY 7 & 9 PM
MAT. SAT. & SUNDAY 2 PM
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The big
Ecies
And Eaters
Win it all

"E''

Sweeps
Hockey

Beaver Eaters,-Beaver Eaters, rah, rah,· rah!
by the Born Loser
three Beaver Eaters go~s in less
Using a script that had to be sto- than five minutes.
The first goal and the Eaters'
len from a Hollywood director, the
Beaver Eaters faced off last Wed- second came offth~ stick of Wayne
nesday against the Senior Citizens· Wallace who fired a screen shot
for the intramural hockey champ- through a maze of players. Then
Campbell decided to give the fans
ionship.
It was a sad ending for the Cits as (if you thought the game was wild,
the Eaters rode off into the sunset you should have seen the fans) their
with a 5-4 overtime victory tucked money's- worth by scoring on himself, John Wintermeyer getting
in their back pocket.
The win was well-deserved. credit. Not two minutes later, the
Confronted with a three goal deficit Eaters, wrote the tying goal into the
and only ten minutes remaining on script when Larry Sturino conthe clock, the Beavers staged a verted a goal-mouth pass into the
tremendous rally to even the score open side of the net, knotting the
in regulation time. And their count at four as the teams headed
momentum continued into the into overtime.
overtime session as they took adThe winner by Gene Moser was
vantage of a powerplay situation to the first 'serious threat at either end
pot the game winner.
in the extra period, and it climaxed
The game started out on a cauti- a tremendously fun-filled season
ous note as several members of for the victors.
The Beaver Eaters were a perboth teams spent the first period
shaking off the effects of the Athle- fect example of what intramural
tic Banquet held the previous night. sports are all about. Individually
Wayne Kemick opened the scor- they weren't the most talented
ing in the first for the Cits on a players in the league, finishing
well-aimed bullet, but before the fourth, but they had a great time
teams headed to the dressing room game in and game out, and when
Eater Frank Hayden had notched you can do that and still be around
the equalizer on a goalmouth tip-in. at season's end 'to collect the silThe Cits played their best hoc- verware, what more could you ask
-key in period number two and it for?

Hawk coach Tuffy Knight drops puck in ceremonial faceoff as Senior Citizen Wayne Kemick (left)
and Reggie Leach of the Beaver Eaters vie for possession. Rumour has it most of the simpletons in the
background are really rough and tough football jocks. Do you expect me to believe that?

showed on the scoreboard as they
jumped into a 3-1 lead on goals by
Roger MacDonald and Ross Hollingshead.
Near the end of the period the
Eaters had two man advantages on
three successive occasions, but
stellar work by defensemem Doug
Smith and Bill Burkhart kept them
out of serious scoring range.
Wayne Parizeau opened up the
third period with the Cits' fourth
goal as he circled the net and
tucked the puck by Eater Jeff Sokol
on the long side.
At that point the Citizens must
have had visions of intramural
medals dance in their heads, especially Sam the Sieve between the
pipes who startled his mates more
than the opposition by allowing

The winners and the losers. The Beaver Eaters proudly display
their team colours and toothless grins at left, while the Senior

Citizens are also all smiles at right. If you're wondering why the
losers are smiling, pies were taken before the game. ·

Ecies captures Biz crown with late surge
As if anyone needs to be reminded, exams are almost upon us.
And that is just one of several
reasons why Economics decided
about a month ago to take the shortest possible route to the Tamiae
Hockey cnampionship.
Well, not the Ecies lads can stash
the blades and look at the books, as
their 5-4 victory over Bus II Sunday night, coupled with their 4-2
win one week earlier, gave them
the championship and a two game
sweep in the best of three finals.
In direct contrast to the first
game of the series, Ecies was
forced to fight an uphill battle Sunday night, coming from behind
three times before Jim Creighton
potted the eventual winner with
five minutes to go. The cruising
right winger took a perfectly timed
pass from centre Bob Drennan and
let fly with a 20 foot wt:lst shot
which caught the top comer, over
the outstretched glove of Bus II
goalie Joe O'Born.
Drennan, the most experienced
player on the ice, showed his poise
under pressure by leading his mates
to a third period charge in which he
netted two goals and an equal

number of assists in the successful
comeback.
Ecies was the first to hit the
scoresheet in the opening period.
On a power play, defenseman Bob
Walton shifted everyone out of position before dumping a pass across
the crease to team-mate Carmen
Anello, who smacked the disc into
the wide open cage.
The score remained 1-0 until
midway through the second when
Walton shifted himself out of position, 'affording a breakaway effort
to Bus II's Mike Butcher. The slippery cemre zipped in alone on goaltender Rick Campbell and made no
mistake as he found the range on a
high rising shot from close in to
even the count at one.
Moments later the younger Bus
II squad jumped into the lead when
a freak rebound rolled off Mike
Myers' back into the net to make
the score 2-1 at the end of two
periods.
Between the second and third,
Walton disconsolately admitted his
error on the first Bus II goal. "Yeh,
that goal w-as all my fault", he regretted, receiving no quarrel from

his teammates.
However, determined to end the
series in two straight games, Ecies
came charging out in the third to
knot the coum on Drennan's first of
two, a scree)led backhand to
O'Born's high stick side. Equally
determined not to fold, Bus II retaliated with Terry Graham slipping the go ahead marker underneath Campbell. But the see-saw
continued. Faced with a four man
to three manpower shortage, Ecies
intercepted an errant pass and
Drennan and Charlie Miller roared
down the ice on a 2 on 1. Drennan
to Miller, Miller to Drennan, in on
O'Born, Drennan to Miller at the
last minute and Chuck Wagon
made no mistake as he connected
on one of the prettiest goals of the
season. Score tied 3-3, ten minutes
to go.
Once again, "no credit" Campbell (he doesn't know how to save)
dug his mates into a hole by allowing Butcher to score his second and
Bus II's fourth off a scramble in
front of the Ecies net, and the second year team regained the lead for
the third time.

It seemed they were unlikely to
relinquish that4-3 bulge, especially
when O'Born made a dazzling save
on a well-aimed penalty shot by
Ecies' Dominic Caruso, but things
did not tum out that way.

Inputs: Ecies defensive qumtet of
Miller, Walton, Mike Collins, Bob
Newton and Dean Cox was unbelievable all year in supplying expe11
protection for the sickly sieve between the pipes ... third period credit

_Less than a minute later Drennan
was allowed to roam in free and he
fired a low wrist shot past the unaided O'Born; converting this ne~
found momentum into sustained
pressure, Ecies and Creighton
came up with the game-winner only
two shifts later. Final score Ecies 5,
Bus II 4.

must also go to wingers Bill Gilli ,
Frank Meroli, Frank Hayden, Don
Webber and Caruso, whose
forechecking created many excclent scoring chances ... the entire
team credits coach "Killer" and
manager Carl with supplying organization and inspiration through-

Victory was sweet, especially for
the wily veterans on the Ecies
crew. Drennan and Campbell enjoyed their second championship in
four years of trying, while Walton
and Miller had an even better percentage, winning top honours two
out of three years.
The win capped off a very rewarding year for Economics. Not
only did they prove their superiority during league play, but they also
swept through the playoffs undefeated and untied. Not bad for a
squad that's outnumbered 5-1 in
team representation.

out the season ... referee Rick Saunders termed Sunday's affair "a real
good game, on the chippy side
maybe" ... poor Rick had to break
up more scuffles than a teacher during public school recess ... nothing
serious of course ... Webber had a
reserved seat in the sin bin ... the
championship trophy was unavailable for presentation as it was being
engraved ... cripes, with the way
Ecies handled the league all season
long, "Economics'" should have
been engraved on the silverware
about mid-January ... don't be bitter, biz boys, as the saying goes,
thems that laugh last, laugh best...

Insight Out

aters
all

There ain't too many more of these here columns gonna appear in
this here rag, and dam mit I've still got lotsa things to talk about. So this
week, in its second last appearance, Insight Out is going to be a sort of
~rab bag of sports happenings, both on the pro and local levels.

*

*

*

*

It was awfully nice of the American League baseball owners to
extend an invitation to Toronto to join their select circle for the 1977
season. But it's absolutely hypocritical that the National League people followed suit with indications that they too would like to have
Toronto join them in one year's time.
This winter Toronto presented NL owners with an incredibly inviting package to take over a financially-troubled franchise this
season-namely the San.Francisco Giants.
T.O. backers harl acquiesc~d to all the demands made by major
league baseball. They had proven support in the form of potential
season ticket holders, they had a revamped stadium with a far greater
capacity than major league standards, and most importantly, they as
much a,_s dumped the sum of money demanded by the old Giant
owner right in the laps of National League owners.
Because of their impressive package, the Toronto group was conditionally granted the Giants, as long as legal battles could be hurdled.
But it just so happened that one of the platforms of the mayor elect in
San Fran was to keep the Giants in the Bay area-which is secretly
what the league owners wanted anyway.
So after a long list of injunctions, emergency meetings, secret sessions, and threats of lawsuits, some new owners, and some new
owners again, and some new owners again were found in· Golden
Gate city and the Toronto Giants died before they were even born.
Leaving the Tor onto group red-faced and empty handed, at the mercy
of non-athletic politicians in the big city.
This made the move by the American League bosses last weekend
all the more beautiful. Their timely announcement will probably land
them a franchise in one of North America's most exciting cities,
stealing Toronto right out from under the nose of the National League.
Which would serve the NL right. They in effect told Toronto to shove it,
and now Toronto has a chance to tell them the same. And so it should.
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Now it's time for a few minor corrections from last week's editorial.
It was erroneously reported that "Coach Newbrough succumbed to
conventionality with a blue 3 dollar faker that was right out of Happy
Days." "Not so", phones in Coach Newbrough, "the faker, er, the tie
was green, not blue." The Cord sincerely regrets any embarrassment
caused Coach Newbrough by the careless printing of this slanderous
remark.
Coach Knight has also indicated that he will initiate legal action if a
statement concerning his apparel at the banquet is not retracted. The
statement, in direct context, read, "there he stood, same cowboy suit,
and once again no tie. I think he's got 'For Banquets Only' stamped on
the back of his blazer." According to Coach Knight, "If I want to dress
like a defeathered bunga bunga bird, that's my business, not the
Cord's." Buck! ing under the threat of "you got five, Campbell", the
Cord firmly asserts Coach Knight's right to dress like a defeathered
bunga bunga bird and therefore retracts last week's statement.
One final mistake in last week's editorial came in the closing
paragraph when it was insinuated that Billy Parsons was one of the
three clown princes with their silly but lovable black beaver hat.
"I'm no prince", claims Parsons defiantly.

co~rner

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
B-ball champs declared
Sitko's Checkers ·breeze
to' "A" division honours
Everyone considered it an upset
except the winners last Wednesday
night as Mike Sitko's Arts II Checkers defeated soundly the previously unbeaten Senior Business
and Ecies squad 81-56 to win the A
division ba,sketball championship.
The Checkers played what had
to be their finest game of the season. All eight players on their roster hit the scoresheet, Wayne
Parizeau leading_the way with 19,
followed by Fred Brown who chippea in 17.
Mike Karpow and Bobby
Wagner, who toiled for local
schools during their higb school
careers, were top men for the losers
with 13 and 12 respectively.

Underdogs become top
dog with win' in overtime

*

Speaking of looking back, I guess this paragraph will be the last
review of the 1975-76 WLU sports scene.
Each varsity sport got its own review, but in short, things went well
but not too well. The football team got outjudged, but their appeal will
be witnessed on the gridiron next fall against Windsor. The puckmen
started too late, and the cage men finished too soon. So-called "minor"
sports made major contributions and so did the women's teams. And
-intramural sports enjoyed one of their best years ever, thanks to the
successful combination of interested management, effective officiating and avid participation.

*

"a real
side
break
rdur.nothing
had a
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I heard on the news the other day that there is yet another scandal
concerning minor hockey in Toronto.
No, it's nothing to do with violence this time. Seems that certain
affluent team sponsors are offering 8 and 9 year olds free skates and
bicycles to sign with their squads. This is to attract the best talent,
which in turn makes for championship calibre teams, which in turn
reaps benefits for the sponsor's business, which allows said sponsor to
pump more money into theteam. A vicious circle, even at the eight
and nrne year old level.
I know it's sad but when hockey is so highly organized and competitive at such a youthful age, things I ike this are bound to occur and I
can't see why journalists and sportscasters are all of a sudden so
shocked by the situation. After all, 117 8-year olds are not going to
try out for one team just for the hell of it. There has to be some
attraction.
And you can't blame the sponsors. Hapless teams don't promote the
names they carry on their backs, so why should investors settle for less
than the best?
The major fault lies with the system as a whole, herding every
half-talented kid into the faceless MTHL which today is run by adults,
and sadly, run for adults.
I say let the youngsters shinny it out until they reach the age when
they themselves can decide whattheirfuture in hockey will be. Which
incidentally will come at the same time they realize that brand new
'
skates and 3 speed bicycles don't just fall out oft~ sky.
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A basket by David Moore with
only two seconds showing on the
clock sent the undefeated Business
II Pals into overtime with the Little
House Underdogs. The teams were
deadlocked at 53 points apiece after
regulation time.
In the five minute overtime session Zuonko Pehar hit for six and
Paul Nelson four as the "Dogs"
proved to be just too strong and
went on to win the B Division
championship 63-55.

Sr Arts defends
No Names
best floor
hockey team
Challenging for the WLU overall
floor hockey championship paid off
for the Senior Arts No Names on
Monday night. The No Names
doubled the count on Bus III, winning the challenge match 6-3.
The win has no effect on the
awarding of medals as both teams
will receive them for winning their
individual divisions.

With a tremendous charge in the
·last few events of the winter term,
Senior Arts has come on strong to
successfully defend its intramural
points championship.
Senior Arts finished with 280
points, many coming as a result of
strong finishes in the floor hockey,
ice hockey, and basketball finals.
They were able to ·overtake Willison Hall which led the competition
for most of the year and ended with
255.
More important than the point
total, first place in the point standings enables Senior Arts to retain
the Tuffy Knight Trophy, symbolic
of intramural supremacy and also
the most cherished silverware in
the land.
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So what do you expect at this time of year, silver dollars?

Rick Campbell

FINAL

POitJT STMJDitJGS

Sr Arts
Wi I I i son Ha I I
Sr Business
Little hous(:
Faculty
Bus I!
Arts II
Arts I
GSSW
Bus I
Science
Mac House

280

255
;: I 0

175
137

69
~

65
41
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Intramural Banquet Monday

...

*

Leading scorers for Little House
were Pehar with 20 and Mark
Richer with 12. For Bus II Wayne
Baker had 21 and Bert Duncan hit
for 14.
Like it's "A" division counterpart, the B division final showcased
continued action and first-rate basketball throughout the contest.
These two games brought about
a very successful end to this year's
edition of men's intramural basketball at our school.

\
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And where's he 'truckin' to?
Down to the Athletic Complex to
buy a ticket for the Intramural banquet which starts at 6pm on Monday night.
•
All intramural champions will be
awarded at the second annual dinner with intramural Golden Hawk
medals .
The tickets, which can be purchased for $1.50 at the Complex main
office, entitle the competitor to
dinner plus two beers.
And they should be purchased
immediately as the expected last
minute rush has started earlier than
ever this year. Cutoff date for purchasing of tickets is tomorrow,
March 25.
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... AND LOfSA COCONUTS, SERRIS,
BANAtJ~5, CLAMS... YS, SOHE

NtCE FRSH CLAM5, A COUPL£ OF
JUGS OF COLD SPRING WATER
AND A OOUBL£ DEWXE PIZ7A TO
GO AND HOLD THE ANCHOVIES!

The ~orious beer of Copenhafen

